Nonspherical atmospheric ice particles can enhance radar backscattering and attenuation above that expected from spheres of the same mass. An analysis of scanning 95-GHz radar data collected during the Storm Peak Laboratory Cloud Property Validation Experiment (StormVEx) shows that at a least a small amount of enhanced backscattering was present in most radar scans, with a median enhancement of 2.4 dB at zenith. This enhancement will cause an error (bias) in ice water content (IWC) retrievals that neglect particle orientation, with a value of 2.4 dB being roughly equivalent to a relative error in IWC of 43%. Of the radar scans examined, 25% had a zenith-enhanced backscattering exceeding 3.5 dB (equivalent to a relative error in IWC in excess of 67%) and 10% of the scans had a zenith-enhanced backscattering exceeding 6.4 dB (equivalent to a relative error in IWC in excess of 150%). Cloud particle images indicate that large enhancement typically occurred when planar crystals (e.g., plates and dendrites) were present, with the largest enhancement occurring when large planar crystals were falling out of a supercooled liquid-water layer. More modest enhancement was sometimes due to planar crystals, but it was also sometimes likely a result of horizontally oriented nonspherical irregularly shaped particles. The analysis also shows there is a strong correlation (about 20.79) between the change in slant 458 depolarization ratio with radar scan elevation angle and the magnitude of the zenith-enhanced backscattering, suggesting that measurements of the slant depolarization ratio can be used to improve radar-based cloud microphysical property retrievals.
Introduction
It has long been known that nonspherical atmospheric ice particles can increase or enhance radar backscattering and attenuation above that expected from spheres of the same mass, even when the particles are small compared with the radar wavelength (e.g., Atlas et al. 1953) . This is particularly true when nonspherical ice particles are oriented such that their largest dimension is perpendicular to the radar beam. Because of aerodynamic effects, both planar ice crystals (such as plates and dendrites) and columnar crystals tend to fall with their larger dimension near horizontal. As a result, reflectivity measurements from near-zenith-pointing groundbased radars and near-nadir-pointing spaceborne radars are potentially prone to being affected by ice crystal orientation. This includes the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) CloudSat radar (Stephens et al. 2008 ) and the ground-based radars that have been deployed for many years by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM; e.g., Clothiaux et al. 2000) , among others. Enhanced backscattering for zenith and near-nadir-pointing radars (relative to what would be expected for spheres of the same mass or relative to off-nadir viewing) tends to increase with the size of the cloud particles and with the radar frequency, but non-Rayleigh scattering effects are important at 95 GHz and higher frequencies, as ice particles often reach sizes that are not small compared to the radar wavelength at these frequencies. Electromagnetic modeling of scattering at 95 GHz with the discrete dipole approximation by Okamoto (2002) indicates that for small particles (effective radius , 100 mm), the effect of plate and column orientation on radar (copolar) reflectivity is less than 2 dB, but for larger particles differences can be as large as 8 dB.
In spite of this potentially large enhancement in radar reflectivity, few cloud microphysical retrievals using 95-GHz radar reflectivity data have taken ice particle orientation into consideration, and instead generally treat ice particles as spheres or randomly oriented ice crystals. Exceptions include the experimental retrieval of ice water content by Matrosov and Heymsfield (2008) and the variational radar-lidar ice cloud (VarCloud) retrieval created by Delanoë and Hogan (2010) and extended by Stein et al. (2011) . These retrievals assume horizontally aligned oblate spheroids with a fixed axial ratio of 0.6 for ice cloud particles. These authors found that using a spheroidal assumption in the same retrieval produces a retrieved ice water content that is reduced by on average 50% in clouds with a reflectivity factor larger than 0 dBZ.
There are at least two reasons why the effect of oriented ice crystals is not commonly incorporated into radar-based retrievals. One is that while planar crystals are at times found in aircraft in situ observations, many clouds appear to contain few such crystals, especially midlatitude clouds with temperatures below 2208C (Korolev et al. 2000; Heymsfield 2003) . Korolev et al. analyzed in situ observations of particles with maximum dimensions greater than 125 mm in size, from several aircraft flights. These authors found that while the maximum frequency of occurrence of dendrites is much larger at temperatures above 2208C than below 2208C, even at warmer temperatures the majority of cases showed no dendrites at all. Rather, they found the dominant ice particle habit to be irregular particles and that dendritic ice particles tend to occur in isolated cells embedded in zones of irregularly shaped ice particles. In such cells the fraction of dendrites was often large and reached 100%. Assuming oriented particles are present in a radar-based retrieval will result in equally large errors (underestimates) of ice water content when they are not present.
On the other hand, the frequent presence of oriented ice crystals has been inferred from ground-based (scanning) lidar depolarization measurements (e.g., Sassen and Benson 2001; Westbrook et al. 2010) , in some aircraft measurements in mixed-phase altocumulus (e.g., Carey et al. 2008; Hogan et al. 2003) , in the analysis of cloud-top visible wavelength polarized reflectances (e.g., Chepfer et al. 1999; Noel and Chepfer 2004) , and in the analysis of NASA Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) lidar depolarization observations of both ice and mixedphase clouds (Noel and Chepfer 2010; Sassen et al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2012) . The effect of specular reflection from oriented crystals was sufficiently problematic for CALIPSO ice cloud microphysical retrievals that the lidar pointing was eventually changed from the original 0.38 off-nadir pointing to 38 off-nadir pointing, in order to reduce greatly its occurrence and strength. The fraction of particles responsible for causing this specular reflection is not very large. Zhou et al. (2012) estimate the fraction of such particles to range from 0% to 6% for mixed-phase clouds and from 0% to 3% for ice clouds with temperatures greater than 2358C. Though few in number, if these crystals are large enough, then they will nonetheless significantly increase or perhaps even dominate the observed radar reflectivity.
A second reason the effect of oriented ice crystals is not often incorporated into radar-based retrievals is that few available remote sensing observations provide a signal that is uniquely or predominantly a response to particle orientation, and extracting information on orientation generally requires simultaneously determining the particle size and the particle shape to some degree. The aforementioned lidar depolarization measurements, for example, do contain information on particle orientation. However, combining radar and lidar data requires assumptions on how the shape and ratio of oriented to nonoriented particles change with particle size, because scattering at radar wavelengths is generally much stronger from the larger particles in the particle size distribution, while visible light (lidar) scatters efficiently from small ice particles and is typically dominated by the much more numerous small particles. In spite of these difficulties, Okamoto et al. (2010) have developed a CloudSat-CALIPSO radar-lidar retrieval that uses the measured radar reflectivity, lidar backscatter, and lidar depolarization ratio in combination with scattering models for horizontally oriented plates (with an assumed aspect ratio of 3) and various sets of randomly oriented ice or ice spheres. These authors found that this algorithm retrieves significantly larger effective radius and smaller ice water content (at times an order of magnitude different) than the same algorithm when polarization data and horizontal plates are not used. The largest errors typically occurred in the temperature range between 2208 and 2108C, where the retrieved effective radius was greater than 200 mm. Of course, a combined lidar-radar approach is limited to those cloudy regions where the lidar has not been heavily attenuated, and it generally requires accounting for multiple scattering where the lidar does penetrate.
While not measured by CloudSat, 95-GHz radar depolarization measurements have also seen some investigation of their potential to retrieve (or at least provide constraints on) cloud ice particle type and orientation (Aydin and Tang 1997; Matrosov et al. 2001; Reinking et al. 2002; Aydin and Singh 2004) , and this includes combining radar observations of different depolarization types (Matrosov et al. 2005) . Nonetheless, we are not aware of any operational algorithms (or even large observational datasets) where retrieved ice particle type and orientation are obtained from millimeterwavelength radar reflectivity and depolarization measurements.
In this article, in situ cloud microphysical observations and scanning 95-GHz (W band) polarimetric radar data, gathered during the Storm Peak Laboratory Cloud Property Validation Experiment (StormVEx), are used to characterize the frequency and strength of enhanced backscattering due to oriented ice crystals, as well as to investigate the relationship between enhanced backscattering and slant linear 458 depolarization ratio measurements. The main reason a slant linear configuration was used during StormVEx is because slant linear is expected to be less susceptible to small flutter in the horizontal orientation of particles than the more traditional horizontal-vertical linear depolarization ratio (LDR; Reinking et al. 2002) . StormVEx was conducted between November 2010 and April 2011 (Mace et al. 2010) . Storm Peak Laboratory (SPL) is a mountain-top station located near Steamboat Springs, Colorado. With an altitude of 3220 m, this station is frequently in cloud during the winter months (Borys and Wetzel 1997) . One of the primary achievements of this experiment was the acquisition of a large collaborative dataset of remote sensing data and in situ measurements in liquid, ice, and mixed-phase clouds. During StormVEx, the U.S. DOE ARM deployed a suite of remote sensing equipment near SPL, and the extensive array of aerosol measurement equipment normally operated at SPL (Hallar et al. 2011a,b) was expanded to include a variety of cloud particle probes.
Previously, Matrosov et al. (2012) (the same authors as the present study) published a case study analysis of the radar slant linear depolarization ratio measured during StormVEx. This article examines individual cases with rounded graupel, pristine dendrites, rimed dendrites, and a mixture of graupel, dendrites, and columns. The study shows that changes in the measured slant depolarization ratio between zenith and off-zenith angles are indicative either of planar or columnar ice crystals. The present study extends this earlier work, presenting a statistical analysis from thousands of radar scans, as well as focusing on the effects of oriented crystals on the (copolar) reflectivity. In section 2, the technique used to identify and estimate the magnitude of enhanced backscattering from the scanning radar data is described, and in section 3 these data are analyzed in the context of the in situ cloud data gathered at SPL. Section 4 provides additional discussion.
Scanning radar data
During StormVEx, the scanning W-band ARM cloud radar (SWACR) was positioned approximately 2.4 km southwest and just over 400 m below SPL. The radar rotated through a fixed sequence of modes, which included making six range-height indicator (RHI) horizonto-horizon scans at six different azimuth angles, about once each half-hour. Figures 1-3 each show examples of the observed radar (copolar) reflectivity (top-left panels) and depolarization ratio (top-right panels). The depolarization ratio (DR) in decibels (dB) is defined as
where dB(Z) 5 10 log 10 (Z), Z cross-polar is the cross-polar reflectivity factor, and Z co-polar is the copolar reflectivity factor (both having units of mm 6 m
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). During StormVEx, the radar was configured to use slant linear 458 depolarization as discussed by Matrosov et al. (2012) . Because attenuation by gases and small liquid drops is the same at both polarizations, DR is unaffected by these sources of attenuation as long as there is sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in both measurements. The radar data shown in these panels have been limited to those regions where the signal exceeds the estimated radar noise by 3 dB (approximately 235 dBZe at 1 km). The copolar reflectivity in Fig. 1 shows a narrow column of large reflectivity (values near 10 dBZe) directly above the radar, with significantly smaller values on either side. The large reflectivity values directly above the radar are not because of some unusual cloud that just happened to be centered over the radar at the time of this scan; this FIG. 1. Example of radar data showing large enhanced backscattering effect: (top left) copolar 95-GHz scanning radar reflectivity; (top right) slant 458 DR; (middle left) radar copolar reflectivity vs scan (elevation) angle for the region 0.5-1 km above the radar (white box shown in top left); and (middle right) DR vs elevation angle for the same region. Black diamond shows location of SPL. Elevation angles away from zenith (elevation 5 908) are farther from the radar and so are expected to show a reduction in reflectivity because of increased path attenuation. Dashed lines show the fit of a simple model where radar reflectivity is only due to randomly oriented particles and path attenuation. The fit is determined using the observed reflectivity at elevation angles of zenith and 358 (black line), 258-358 (light blue line), and 1458-1558 (red line). The poor fit of the black line to the observations, as well as between black and colored lines, demonstrates that the change in reflectivity with the scan angle is not because of path attenuation and that scattering from oriented ice particles is important; see text. (bottom) Images of sample cloud particles taken by the CPI. The large particle at the top is 300 mm wide, and all the images are to scale.
same feature is observed in all six radar scans undertaken at this time (each about 1 min apart), and similar features are seen in a significant fraction of the RHI scans acquired during the experiment. Rather, we contend that the large values of reflectivity in Fig. 1 and in most of the other instances of this phenomenon are because of enhanced backscattering by oriented ice crystals. The radar depolarization ratio in the top-right panel of Fig. 1 shows a cone with low depolarization values directly above the radar and increasing values of depolarization on both sides for altitudes between the surface and 1.5 km. As discussed by Matrosov et al. (2012) , this pattern in the slant depolarization ratio is expected for horizontally oriented planar ice crystals, and indeed the cloud particle imager (CPI) at SPL showed that this cloud contained a variety of particle types including planar ice crystals. The CPI is a singleparticle imaging probe that captures 2D images of particles using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with an image resolution of about 2.3 mm, and is capable of imaging particles of up to about 2 mm (Lawson et al. 2001) .
A sample of CPI images is shown at the bottom of Fig. 1 . The largest plate shown here is about 300 mm wide. Near the top of the cloud in Fig. 1 (above about 1.5 km), depolarization values remain low, showing little if any change with the scan angle. Low depolarization values with no scan angle dependence are indicative of quasi-spherical ice particles or small water droplets (Matrosov et al. 2012) . Figure 2 , for example, shows results for a cloud primarily composed of liquid water but also containing some heavily rimed irregularly shaped ice particles. Figure 1 shows little if any enhancement in near-zenith radar reflectivity above 1.5 km, which is indicative of there being few (if any) oriented ice crystals and consistent with the low depolarization ratio at all elevation angles in this region.
While the presence of enhanced backscattering is obvious in Fig. 1 , more often the effect is significantly more subtle. Figure 3 , for example, shows a more typical case. In this case, CPI observations show the cloud was mixed phase, almost entirely composed of water droplets, and relatively small planar ice crystals (with maximum dimensions generally less than 200 mm). The small magnitude of the enhanced backscattering is likely because of the small size of the planar crystals in this case. However, it is also possible there are some large particles in this cloud that are partly responsible for the enhanced backscattering, and which were not sampled by the CPI because they were relatively few in number. Sampling limitations of the CPI are discussed later in this section. Fig. 1 , but for a case where reflectivity enhancement in copolar reflectivity is small (though still discernible). The presence of oriented ice crystals remains easily discernible from the change in slant 458 depolarization ratio with elevation angle. Microphysical observations at SPL show this cloud consisted of a mix of water droplets and small (max dimension , about 200 mm) planar crystals.
FIG. 3. As in
While the effect of enhanced backscattering is much less obvious in the copolar radar reflectivity, the signature of planar ice crystals remains strong in the depolarization ratio.
The bottom-left panels of Figs. 1-3 show the mean radar reflectivity in the altitude range between 0.5 and 1 km above the radar, as a function of the radar scan elevation angle for elevation angles between 208 and 1608. This region is denoted by the white box in the top panels. All three figures show a peak in reflectivity near zenith (elevation angle of 908), with the reflectivity decreasing away from zenith. Because the altitude is fixed, the farther the angle from zenith, the longer the pathlength through the atmosphere becomes; and one expects a larger path attenuation. Assuming horizontally homogenous conditions, one can write
where Z obs is the observed copolar reflectivity (units of mm 6 m 23 ) and depends on the elevation angle u el ; Z cloud is the copolar reflectivity of the cloud particles (which in the absence of oriented particles will be independent of the elevation angle and also in mm 6 m 23 ); Atten is the path attenuation at zenith (which includes attenuation resulting from both gasses and cloud particles in dB km
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); and dist is the distance from the radar to the reflectivity observation point (km). Thus, for homogenous conditions and in the absence of oriented particles, one can determine Z cloud and Atten from Z obs at any two elevation angles. The black dashed lines in Fig. 1 show how this equation compares to the observations when Z cloud and Atten are determined using elevation angles of 358 and 908. The black line fits the observed reflectivities rather poorly in Fig. 1 . There is no choice for Atten that fits the observations for all elevation angles. This demonstrates that Z cloud varies with the elevation angle, which we attribute to nonspherical horizontally oriented ice particles.
Rewriting Eq. (2) to allow the cloud reflectivity to vary with elevation angle-that is, an enhanced backscattering (EB) term-we obtain dB[Z obs (u el 
where Z const is the component of the cloud reflectivity that does not change with the elevation angle and Z EB accounts for the change in reflectivity due to oriented particles. The total cloud reflectivity (constant 1 enhanced backscattering) is given by dB[Z cloud (u el 
. It is somewhat unintuitive but note that Z EB has no units. It is a multiplicative factor [or equivalently, an additive factor when using a logarithmic representation as is done in Eq. (3)].
Having examined hundreds of radar RHI scans collected during StormVEx, we have found that (when horizontally homogenous conditions occur) observations at low elevation angles are consistently well modeled by Eq. (2), such as in Fig. 2 , and are frequently accompanied by a change in the slope of the observed reflectivity curve with elevation angle (an inflection point), typically between about 358 and 508, such as in Fig. 3 . In our analysis, we assume that the change in the observed reflectivity at low elevation angles (specifically elevation angles lower than 358 or greater than 1458) is predominately due to attenuation and Z EB is small compared with Z const [i.e., dBZ EB (u el , 358 or u el . 1458) dBZ const ] and can be neglected. We can thus fit Eq. (2) to the observations at these low angles to determine Z const and Atten. This assumption may not always be valid, and we will discuss the implications of this assumption further in the following section. Using the observed reflectivity at zenith along with Z const and Atten (determined from reflectivity measurements at low elevation angles), the zenith-enhanced backscattering dB[Z EB (908)] is then readily obtained from Eq. (3).
The dashed red and cyan lines in Figs. 1-3 show the results of fitting Eq. (2) to the observations using data in the intervals 258-358 and 1458-1558. The two solutions are not identical because of spatial heterogeneity in the observed cloud reflectivity. In our analysis, we use the difference in these two solutions to identify homogeneous cases, and include only cases where the estimated zenith-enhanced backscattering differs by no more than 1.5 dB, the estimated path attenuation differs by no more than 1 dB, and the estimated path attenuation is positive. This last condition removes cases where there is a gap (or thin cloud region) directly above the radar that is surrounded by equally reflective cloud on both sides-a rare occurrence. The retrieved value is taken as the average of the two estimates. Applying this approach, the example in Fig. 1 yields an estimate for the zenith-enhanced backscattering of just over 7 dB, while the example in Fig. 2 yields a result near 0 dB, and Fig. 3 just over 1.2 dB.
A weakness of these conditional requirements for identifying homogeneity is that cases where a cloud is directly above the radar but with gaps (or equally thin cloud) on both sides may be included. In effect, if a cloud really is centered over the radar, then it can be misinterpreted as a case of enhanced backscattering. However, as will be described in the next section, we have manually examined more than 250 of the RHI scans used in this analysis and found only 16 cases where this occurred or, more broadly, where we suspected that heterogeneity in the cloud had resulted in a bad retrieval. Removing these 16 cases had only a trivial effect on the statistics presented in the next section, giving us confidence that the homogeneity criteria are sufficient to capture the effect of oriented snow crystals on backscattering at W band.
Another limitation of the retrieval for Z EB is that since only a narrow range of low-elevation angles can be used in estimating Z cloud and Atten, the estimate of these parameters can be sensitive to small spatialscale variability in the observed reflectivity. We will discuss this further in the context of the observations shown in the next section. Overall, we found that using a vertical interval from 0.5 to 1 km reduced the variability in the reflectivity versus elevation angle curve over using either a half-as-narrow or twice-aswide vertical interval. Also, instead of applying the technique to each individual RHI scan, we averaged the six RHI scans collected over a total time span of about five minutes and fit the model [Eq. (2)] over a 108 range (rather than simply using the observed values at the end points). Both of these changes modestly improved the results by increasing the fraction of RHI scans that meet the requirements for homogeneity.
Analysis
During StormVEx, a total of 38 616 RHI scans were made, from which we obtained 6463 temporally averaged or composite RHI scans (each separated by about one-half hour). To ensure good signal-to-noise ratio in the associated depolarization ratio, we limited the analysis to those cases where the observed reflectivity at zenith was greater than 210 dBZe, which occurred in approximately 36% of these scans. The technique described in the previous section was applied to estimate the enhanced backscattering at zenith and path attenuation. This approach requires cloud that is horizontally homogenous over the region analyzed. The homogeneity conditions, described in the previous section, further reduced the analysis set to 983 RHI scans or about 15.3% of the possible 6463 RHI scans. This is more than 40% of the RHI scans with a zenith reflectivity greater than 210 dBZe. Figure 4 shows the resulting probability distribution and cumulative distribution of the zenith EB. The data show that at least a small amount of zenith EB was present in most RHI scans, with the most probable value being 1.8 dB and a median value of 2.4 dB. While these values do not seem large, they will cause a nontrivial bias in radar-based retrievals of ice water content (IWC). While the exact error in IWC will, of course, depend on the details of the IWC retrieval, we can gauge the error by noting that the relationship between IWC and radar reflectivity is often represented by a power-law relationship of the form IWC(Z) 5 aZ b , where a and b are constants (Sassen et al. 2002) . Defining the relative error in IWC as IWC rel err 5 100
noting that dB(Z cloud ) 5 dB(Z const ) 1 dB(Z EB ) and substituting the above power-law expression into this definition, one obtains IWC rel err 5 100[10 0:1bdB(Z EB ) 2 1].
Thus a power-law relationship with a constant value of b results in a one-to-one relationship between the additional reflectivity because of enhanced backscattering and the relative error in IWC. This simple relationship is a consequence of the fact that we have defined Z EB as a simple additive factor in logarithm space. A variety of values have been proposed for b, ranging from 0.58 to about 0.8 (Sassen et al. 2002) . A reasonable value of b 5 0.643 implies a median error of 2.4 dB is equivalent to a relative error or relative bias in IWC of about 43%. Larger values of b imply slightly larger errors. For example, using a value of b 5 0.8 would yield a relative error of about 56%. While the median value of zenith EB is modest, the distribution is skewed toward larger values, with values exceeding 10 dB on a few occasions. Of the homogenous cloud cases, 25% had a zenith EB exceeding 3.5 dB (equivalent to a relative error in IWC near 67%) and 10% of the cases had a zenith EB exceeding 6.4 dB (equivalent to a relative error in IWC in excess of 150%).
The scatterplot in Fig. 5 examines the relationship between the zenith EB, the radar depolarization ratio, and the cloud particle types as determined from CPI observations at SPL. In this figure, the color symbols represent a variety of cloud particle categories as summarized in Table 1 . Red symbols denote cases where planar ice crystals were observed, while circles of all colors represent cases where water droplets were the dominant (most numerous) cloud particle. The large numbers of red symbols and circles indicate that planar ice crystals and mixed-phased clouds were common.
This particle type classification was obtained by manual examination of particle images gathered by the CPI within 15 minutes of the associated RHI scan. All RHI scans where CPI data were available and that had a zenith EB greater than 4 dB or a DR Diff 45 (described below) greater than 4 dB were examined. In this region of the scatterplot, all gray diagonal crosses indicate times where CPI images were unavailable or captured only a few particles, insufficient to assign a particle category. Most often this occurred simply because the cloud base was just above SPL. However, periods with low particle concentrations may not be well represented and, while the CPI was aspirated, low winds speeds may reduce the size of the sampling volume, such that, our classification results may be biased to periods with stronger winds or larger particle concentrations. Particle fall speeds are also potentially a factor, as more slowly falling particles are less likely to pass through the sampling volume during the observation time window than larger particles. A randomly selected sample of points with values less than 4 dB was also examined. This sampling represents roughly half the points where CPI data were gathered. In total there are 122 points with a CPI-based particle-type classification.
In Fig. 5 , the difference in the observed depolarization ratio at zenith minus that observed at an elevation angle of 458, which we call DR Diff 45, is shown along the horizontal axis. For planar particles, the depolarization ratio is expected to increase from values at zenith that are close to the radar polarization cross-coupling isolation limit (about 221.8 dB) for the ARM radar during StormVEx to a maximum value at the lowest elevation angles (Matrosov et al. 2012 ; see also middle-right Table 1 . Region identified by the orange ellipse is discussed in the text. panels of Figs. 1 and 3 ). Spherical particles, rounded (heavily rimed) irregulars, and columns are expected to produce little or no change in depolarization ratio with the elevation angle (Fig. 2) . The choice of 458 used here for the elevation angle is guided by theoretical considerations for Ka band that suggest the impact of particle flutter on the slant linear depolarization ratio will be minimal around 458 (Reinking et al. 2002) . However, we find no significant sensitivity in our results for any reasonable choice.
There are red symbols in Fig. 5 that have low zenith EB, demonstrating that the presence of planar crystals does not guarantee that zenith EB will be large. In most of these cases, in particular the mixed-phase clouds (red circles), planar crystals are not the dominant particle type. There are, however, a few cases where planar crystals are the most common particle type (red diagonal crosses). The CPI data for these cases show large numbers of small plates.
As expected, most of the cases where the CPI showed the ice particles to be heavily rimed (green symbols in Fig. 5 ) have only modest values for zenith EB and DR Diff 45. There are, however, a few cases where only heavily rimed particles were imaged by the CPI and yet there is a zenith EB or DR Diff 45 greater than 4 dB. Most of these cases appear to contain rimed dendrites or rimed plates (green triangles), and it is likely that some of these particles may continue to be horizontally oriented. It is also possible that relatively pristine planar crystals were present in these cases and simply not sampled by the CPI. Manual surface observations taken during StormVEx support this possibility. During the experiment a black felt surface was occasionally used to manually capture falling crystals for visual inspection of the crystal type, and on several occasions the collected samples revealed a multitude of heavily rimed particles with one or two seemingly miraculous pristine (or nearly pristine) sector plates or dendrites. CPI sampling limitations are certainly a factor with respect to the blue circles with large zenith EB. The blue circles represent cases where the CPI is dominated by water drops and imaged few, if any, ice particles. When cloud water is present, the number of water drops can greatly exceed the number of ice crystals, often by a factor of 100 or more. In these circumstances the CPI tends to spend most of its time imaging water drops, with little chance of capturing more rarely occurring ice particles (Lawson et al. 2006 ). However, measurements from particle sizing probes at SPL (specifically a Droplet Measurement Technology Particle Imaging Probe and Cloud Imaging Probe), which have larger sampling volumes, show that large ice particles were present in these cases. The CPI data are perhaps best used in confirming the presence of particle types and identifying the type of the most numerous or dominant particles, rather than trying to exclude or limit the range of particle types present. In the context of the present analysis, the CPI data certainly show that planar ice crystals were common, and that when these particles are present, there is strong correlation between DR Diff 45 and the estimated value for the zenith EB. 
Including all points in Fig. 5 , the correlation between DR Diff 45 and the zenith EB is about 20.79, indicating that about half the variation in zenith EB is captured by DR Diff 45. A least squares linear fit to the data is shown by the black line. The data are scattered about this line with a root-mean-square (RMS) difference of about 1.5 dB. The correlation coefficient and RMS fit indicate that measurements of the slant depolarization ratio could be used to improve radar-based retrievals [meaning that measurements of DR Diff 45 could be used to detect the presence of (some) oriented ice and perhaps estimate the size of the expected zenith enhancement in copolar reflectivity when needed, albeit with an RMS uncertainty of about 1.5 dB]. We note that DR Diff 45 requires radar measurements at only nadir and 458, is not affected by path attenuation, and does not require the strict homogeneity conditions being used in the present analysis (though one would still be assuming the same particle shapes and orientations at both angles).
Perhaps surprisingly, Fig. 5 suggests that the largest zenith EB for any given value of DR Diff 45 (see the region highlighted by the orange ellipse in Fig. 5 ) often occurs when the cloud is primarily composed of irregularly shaped planar crystals (red triangles) that appear to be sublimating or melting planar crystals. The retrieval for the zenith EB given in section 2 assumes that the copolar reflectivity enhancement at low elevation angles is small compared to enhancement in the zenith direction (such that the cloud particle scattering is constant). We speculate that these larger EB values are at least partly because of the reflectivity being significantly impacted by the crystal orientation even at low elevation angles, perhaps because of there being few nonoriented ice crystals. Many of the largest enhanced backscattering cases appear to have occurred when small numbers of planar crystals were falling out of a mixed-phase region. The largest observed EB (the red square in Fig. 5 ) is one such case. The CPI data collected at this time show only a small number of ice crystals, all of which were large plates or large and broad columns (the only time such columns were observed in our sampling).
The linear fit in Fig. 5 has a nonzero intercept value of about 0.77 dB. This nonzero value could be due to a variety of causes. For example, the ARM radar had a rather poor cross-polar isolation of about 221.8 dB and it is possible that there are cases where the cross-polar reflectivity of oriented ice crystals is present but below the isolation level, and so is undetected. Another possibility is that the estimated attenuation could be biased high, which would cause the retrieved zenith EB to be biased high. However, examination of the attenuation retrieval results, which are discussed later in this section, suggests that the bias is smaller than 0.77 dB. Perhaps the most likely reason for the nonzero intercept is that nonspherical, irregular particles and columns, which are expected to generate little to no DR Diff 45 signal, cause a slight increase in zenith EB. An analysis of irregular (heavily rimed) particles observed from aircraft optical array probes by Hogan et al. (2012) indicates that most heavily rimed particles are not spherical, but are better modeled as oblate spheroids with an axial ratio near 0.6 (and typically ranging from case to case between about 0.5 and 0.75, and with some dependence on particle size). These authors found that using a horizontally oriented oblate spheroid model significantly improved the forward calculation of radar reflectivity (from the aircraft observation size distribution) compared against coincident observations from ground-based 9.7-GHz radar. The presence of relatively modest positive zenith EB values for CPI cases containing only heavily rimed particles (green pluses in Fig. 5 ), as well as the positive mode in the distribution of zenith EB in Fig. 4 with few data points near 0 dB, is consistent with irregular particles being nonspherical and having some horizontal orientation.
Both panels in Fig. 6 show scatterplots of the retrieved total path attenuation against DR Diff 45, the difference being that the left panel includes only cases where the total column liquid water path (LWP) estimated from measurements of the ARM microwave radiometer is less than 20 g m 22 and the right panel includes only cases where the LWP is greater than 20 g m 22 . Details on the ARM two-channel microwave radiometer retrieval are given by Liljegren (1999) and Westwater et al. (2001) . The total path attenuation is due to both gasses (primarily water vapor) and cloud condensate (primarily liquid water). The purpose of the left panel is to provide insight into the retrieved attenuation when the contribution from liquid water must be small and the path attenuation is primarily due to water vapor. The right panel includes cases where there is significant attenuation due to liquid water, but also includes cases where the liquid water occurs above 1 km and so does not contribute to the path attenuation of the analyzed region of the cloud. Because of the statistical technique used in the LWP retrieval, the retrieval is prone to produce both small negative and positive values for the LWP when there is no liquid water in the cloud, and in the case of supercooled liquid water there are relatively larger uncertainties because of uncertainties in the dielectric constant of liquid water below 08C, which may bias the LWP retrieval (Westwater et al. 2001; Marchand et al. 2003) . We have selected a conservative value for the LWP threshold of 20 g m
22
, which should ensure that the actual LWP is less than 50 g m shows that while some of these outliers may be because of heterogeneities in the observed cloud copolar reflectivity (i.e., small-spatial-scale variability in the reflectivity versus elevation angle curve), most cases show little heterogeneity; and we suspect these unreasonably large values for the path attenuation, are a result of violating the assumption that the cloud reflectivity is constant at low elevation angles-though it is also possible there has been a significant underestimate of the microwave-radiometer-retrieved LWP. Nonetheless, even with these outliers, the RMS variability is only about 0.2 dB km
21
, the mean value is near 1 dB km 21 , and the intercept value is near 0.7 dB km
, indicating there is little bias in the estimated path attenuation, perhaps a few tenths of a decibel per kilometer at most.
The right panel of Fig. 6 shows that liquid water adds significant path attenuation with a mean attenuation about 1 dB km 21 larger than the low-LWP cases shown in the left panel. An examination of the handful of cases where the estimated path attenuation is greater than 4 dB km 21 suggests these are not errors because of heterogeneity in the observed clouds but rather cases with large amounts of liquid water, including several cases where freezing drizzle may be present. We note that any attenuation due to liquid water (or wet snow) on the radar dome will also add to the path attenuation. With typical total path attenuation less than about 2 dB km
, cases where the enhanced backscattering exceeds 2 dB are usually visually easy to identify in the observed RHI scan and represent more than half of all cases.
Summary and discussion
In summary, an analysis of 95-GHz scanning radar data collected during StormVEx shows that at least a small amount of enhanced backscattering (EB) because of horizontally oriented ice crystals was present in most radar scans, with a median enhancement of 2.4 dB at zenith compared with reflectivity at low elevation angles. This is roughly equivalent to a relative bias error in ice water content (IWC) of about 43%. While the median value of the zenith EB is modest, the distribution is skewed toward larger values, with values occasionally exceeding 10 dB. In 25% of the cases, the zenith EB exceeded 3.5 dB (equivalent to a relative error in IWC in excess of 67%) and 10% of the cases had a zenith EB exceeding 6.4 dB (equivalent to a relative error in IWC in excess of 150%). These results suggest that without some means of identifying the effect of orientation on zenith or nadir backscatter, (bias) errors in the climatologies of radar-retrieved IWC for warm ice clouds OCTOBER 2013
(T . 2208C) or mixed-phase clouds should be anticipated, and are likely to be significant. The analysis also shows there is a strong correlation (about 20.79) between the change in slant 458 depolarization ratio with radar scan elevation angle and the magnitude of the zenith EB, suggesting that measurements of the slant depolarization ratio could be used to improve radarbased retrievals by helping account for ice crystal orientation. Cloud particle imager data indicate that large enhancement typically occurred when planar crystals were present. While more modest enhancements were sometimes clearly a result of planar crystals, at other times the enhancement appears to be because of nonspherical irregularly shaped particles, consistent with the analysis of Hogan et al. (2012) . These irregularly shaped particles often appear to be heavily rimed columns and broken dendrites, though this observation is somewhat speculative, as the rime makes the identification ambiguous. The largest enhancement seems to have occurred when large planar crystals were falling out of a liquidwater layer into a region with little ice condensateconditions in which oriented and planar ice crystals have been noted to occur during other experiments (e.g., Westbrook et al. 2010; Carey et al. 2008; Hogan et al. 2003) .
The retrieval for the zenith-enhanced backscattering used here is based on a simple model that assumes the radar backscattering at low elevation angles is only due to path attenuation and a constant cloud reflectivity. We do not expect the estimated value for enhanced backscattering obtained here to be the same as what one would get for scattering from the same particles being randomly oriented or relative to what one would get from spheres of the same mass. Our enhanced backscattering estimate represents a practical measure on the effect of oriented ice crystals and its strength will depend on many factors, including the relative abundance and size of oriented to nonoriented particles. The assumption of constant cloud reflectivity at low elevation angles may be violated when only oriented ice is present. In general, we expect changes in reflectivity because of oriented ice at low elevation angles to increase the estimate for the zenith EB, and this will depend slightly on the polarization state [as we expect the off-zenith copolar reflectivity measured with slant 458 depolarization will be smaller than that measured with horizontaltransmit horizontal-receive (HH) polarization, for example]. Regardless, cases where the change in scattering at low elevation angles is due to oriented ice crystals are certain to produce large errors in any radar-based retrieval for the ice water content that does not take the particle orientation into account. In general, a more sophisticated approach could be developed that uses a model for the oriented ice particle scattering with elevation angle. Such a retrieval would require deriving additional parameters, or making assumptions, constraining the shape of the size distribution, the axial ratio of the oriented ice crystal (with size), and the relative contribution of oriented particles to randomly oriented particles.
The results presented in section 3 are not sensitive to small changes in the thresholds used to ensure homogeneous conditions. For example, tightening the difference threshold between the estimated zenith EB from the two elevation angle ranges used from 1.5 to 1.0 dB changes the correlation coefficient from 20.79 to 20.8. While it is possible that enhanced backscattering differs under the conditions studied than in less homogenous conditions, we note that the analysis region is only 4 km wide and that the 983 composite scans included represent more than 40% of the total number of such scans where the zenith reflectivity was greater than 210 dBZe. The ridgeline upon which SPL sits runs north-south and the larger-scale midtropospheric flow usually had a strong westerly component. Local-scale flows at low levels were complicated, but cases where there was a strong low-level upslope flow were not rare. While topographic uplift at the radar site may be responsible for some amount of the inhomogeneity in the radar analysis region, a visual examination of the radar data suggests this was not a dominant factor. In regard to both Figs. 2 and 3, for example, the larger reflectivities are actually on the left side of the figure (that is, farther from the mountain), whereas one might expect any upslope flow to create larger water contents and particle sizes closer to the mountain. Also, comparison of reflectivity distributions at the edges of the analysis region (not shown) indicates no statistical difference when looking toward the ridgeline (x 5 12 km) or away from the ridgeline (x 5 22 km). The small size of the analysis regions is certainly key, as differences in the reflectivity distribution become evident when looking farther from the ridge (e.g., x 5 15 km). The short distance between the radar and SPL also likely helps ensure that particle properties measured at SPL (2.4 km from the radar) are representative much of the time.
The radar data gathered during StormVEx are not well suited to studying the duration of oriented ice crystal events. The radar RHI scans (which took a total of about 5 min) were done only about once each half hour. So, even if we detect oriented ice crystals one-half hour apart in consecutive radar scans, we have no good way to know if they were present during the entire period between the scans. Also, the analysis technique was focused on homogeneous conditions and cases where the radar scans at every half hour pass the homogeneity criteria for some extended period are infrequent. These issues aside, our visual interpretation is that there is no ''characteristic scale'' of oriented ice crystal occurrence, and there were events where oriented ice crystals were present for many consecutive hours and events where they occurred only briefly (for less than an hour, perhaps even only a few minutes).
Naturally, the question arises as to how representative StormVEx results might be of clouds in other regions. It seems possible or even likely that the orographic uplift created by the Park Range of the Rocky Mountains near Steamboat Springs is a key component in ensuring the temperatures and supersaturations needed for frequent and vigorous growth of planar crystals during StormVEx. Planar ice crystals have been frequently observed in other mountainous regions during the winter, for example, in wintertime systems passing over the Cascades during the Improvement of Microphysical Parameterization through Observational Verification Experiment (IMPROVE) field experiments in Oregon (Woods et al. 2005) , as well as in many earlier surface and aircraft measurements in the Pacific Northwest Cascades (e.g., Hobbs 1975) , and other mountains regions (e.g., Choularton et al. 2008; Sassen 1984; Rogers and Vali 1987) . Nonetheless, as discussed in the introduction, both satellite and aircraft data show that oriented ice crystals do occur in other regions. In particular, lowlevel mixed-phase clouds with ice falling from thin supercooled liquid water layers are a common occurrence in the Arctic (Shupe et al. 2006) , and in situ measurements have shown that these clouds sometimes (and perhaps often) contain dendrites, plates, and other crystal types that are likely to be oriented (e.g., Earle et al. 2011; Korolev et al. 1999) . Of particular interest is that Korolev et al. (1999) observed sublimating irregularly shaped particles that appear quite similar to what we observed during StormVEx, and which we found to often show large zenith-enhanced backscattering. If oriented crystals are less frequent outside of mountainous regions, then it nonetheless seems likely that oriented crystals will cause equally large errors in millimeter-wavelength radar-based retrievals when they do occur. The Atmospheric System Research program is currently placing scanning polarimetric 95-or 35-GHz radars at all of its fixed sites, as well as in its two mobile instrument suites. Radar observations from these systems, perhaps along with observations from other scanning radars (such as the Chilbolton site), could be used to more quantitatively address this question, both with respect to the presence of (copolar) reflectivity enhancement and its relationship to depolarization ratio.
In regard to the depolarization ratio, the main reason a slant linear configuration was used during StormVEx is because slant linear is expected to be less susceptible to small flutter in the horizontal orientation of particles than the more traditional horizontal-vertical linear depolarization ratio (LDR; Reinking et al. 2002) . Thus, we expect that an EB-LDR relation will be much noisier than the EB to slant linear DR relation, and suggest that field programs consider making observations using slant 458 depolarization in addition to LDR.
It is also noteworthy that enhanced backscattering was frequently observed both below and within cloud mixed-phase regions, but less frequently near cloud top. The lack of enhanced backscattering at cloud top is likely due to ice particles being smaller and possibly more spherical, though it could also be that they are less likely to be horizontally oriented (perhaps partly due to increased turbulence). The vertical variability and presence of oriented particles in regions where lidar will not be able to penetrate, their potentially large impact on copolar reflectivity observations, the likely sizedependent nature of crystal orientation, and the added complexity (degrees of freedom) that oriented particles introduce into the retrieval process, all argue strongly for further research into retrieval techniques that include radar measurements of different depolarization types (e.g., Matrosov et al. 2005 ) and/or multiwavelength reflectivity ratios that could be indicative of particle types (e.g., Kneifel et al. 2011; Leinonen et al. 2012) .
